


THE MISSION

Project Electric Vehicle Africa (EVA) will see world-renowned  
Explorer Mario Rigby travel around the entire continent to show  
the world how renewable energy can benefit communities in  

Africa and globally, all while driving an electric vehicle!  
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THE RESULT

The expedition will deliver a 
strong message about sustainable 
transportation and renewable energy 
in response to Africa’s rapid urban 
population growth, energy, and 
transportation needs. 

Watch Mario explain in this short video   Click to see it 
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https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=BVafIWGwUzw
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=BVafIWGwUzw
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“ With Mario’s elegant 
magnetism, I know  
he will draw countless 
people to his story 
and inspire us to  
do something we  
might never thought  
was possible.” 
Lloyd Kelly, Literary Agent

“ Astonishing goal...  
epic journey.” 
Nam Kiwanuka, 
TVO’s The Agenda 

“ Mario Rigby is a superb 
example of that most ad-
mirable and rare breed of 
man, the Explorer.”  
Peter Silvester, 
Founding Partner & CEO,  
Royal African Safaris 

“ ...indomitable will,  
ingenuity, and resolve.” 
Donovan Vincent,  
Toronto Star, Feature Writer

“ You’re a friend of our  
show now. You’ve got 
to keep coming back 
because what you’ve  
done is such an 
inspiration...  
really incredible.  
Well done sir.”  
Marilyn Denis,  
The Marilyn Denis Show 

“  Life changing journey.” 
CTV National News
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World-renowned Toronto explorer Mario Rigby walked 
12,000 kilometers, mostly solo, from Cape Town, South 
Africa to Cairo, Egypt entirely by foot and kayak. Along 
this monumental journey, Mario fostered meaningful 
relationships through speaking engagements, social 
media, news interviews, and the everyday Africans  
he met along the way.

Mario was born in Turks and Caicos Islands and 
spent his childhood in a small village near Stuttgart, 
Germany, before moving to Toronto, Canada at age 16. 
Prior to embarking on Crossing Africa, Mario was one 
of Toronto’s top fitness experts. He is also a former 
professional track and field athlete representing  
Turks and Caicos Islands.

Mario was recently recognized as one of the Most 
Influential People of African Descent (MIPAD) Class 
of 2018 in support of the United Nations International 
Decade for People of African Descent (UN IDPAD). This 
year’s class will be celebrated during Recognition Week 
in honor of the 2018 honorees worldwide, following the 
opening of the 72nd United Nations General Assembly,  
in New York City, Sept 28th - Oct 4th, 2018.  

Mario is currently preparing for Project EVA,  
working on his book, and conducting keynote talks.

MarioRigby.com

21K FOLLOWERS
@MARIOEXPLORE

12.2K FOLLOWERS
@MARIORIGBY

1300+ FOLLOWERS
@MARIORIGBY

ABOUT EXPLORER MARIO RIGBY
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In late November 2015, Mario Rigby set out  
to fulfill his dream of walking 12,000 kilometers  
from Cape Town to Cairo, a grueling two-year 
journey that would be the ultimate test of his 
physical and mental endurance.
 
Mario chose Africa, a place he’d never been,  
partly because as a black person he wanted to 
inspire other black people to pick up, be brave,  
and explore the world. Mario also wanted 
to break stereotypes depicting Africa as 
dangerous, violent, and beset by poverty.  
Yes, he saw those problems, but his experience  
on the ground, mixing and conversing with 
everyday Africans, did not accurately reflect  
what he read and saw in the news. Rather, it  
was the incredible warmth and compassion  
from so many people he met along the way  
that left the biggest impression on him.   

Mario was no stranger to long distance  
journeys on foot, having walked for 14 days  
in the Fall of 2015 from Toronto to Montreal.  
But the African trek was over 20 times that 
distance, with far more hostile terrains and  
weather conditions.
 
In Africa he was mostly by himself on the  
long and often lonely trails he walked. And  
he faced much adversity; he was shot at,  
robbed, contracted malaria, and bitten by a 
snake. He was arrested and held in prison in 
handcuffs, not knowing if or when he’d see 
freedom. But he persevered, and in the end 
he reached Cairo, thus demonstrating his 
indomitable will, ingenuity, and resolve. 

SPONSORS PARTNERS

11/24/2015START

02/24/2018END

14 MILLIONSTEPS

12,000KM

8 COUNTRIES 

7+ WALKING HOURSPER DAY

$20,000 USDCOST

South Africa, Mozambique, Malawi, Tanzania, 
Kenya, Ethiopia, Sudan, Egypt

CROSSING AFRICA FROM CAPE TOWN TO CAIRO
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Mario’s Crossing Africa expedition garnered support from several international brands. 



YOUR MORNING

 IN THE NEWS

One of the top stories on Toronto Star website  
for more than  2 weeks 
Toronto Star MARCH 23, 2018    Click to see it

“ …while most walks don’t warrant international media  
attention, Mario’s walk saw him navigate the length of the  
African continent, over the course of two years.”  
Adventure.com, June 2018 

The Agenda (TVO)    Click to see it 
JULY 12, 2018

ADVENTURE.com   Click to see it 
JUNE 1, 2018

Toronto Life   Click to see it 
MARCH 29, 2018

CTV National News  Click to see it  
MARCH 25, 2018

Your Morning   Click to see it 
MARCH 19, 2018

The Social   Click to see it 
MARCH 22, 2018

The Marilyn Denis Show  Click to see it 
MARCH 21, 2018

Cairo Scene  Click to see it 
DECEMBER 27, 2017

Nomad Magazine  Click to see it 
FEBRUARY 12, 2018

Marriott Traveller   Click to see it  
FEBRUARY 12, 2018

Toronto Star   Click to see it  
NOVEMBER 29, 2015  * LAUNCH FEATURE

THE SOCIAL

TORONTO LIFE
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2 MILLION+ VIEWS

100,000+ ENGAGEMENTS

40+ MEDIA OUTLETS 

THE AGENDA

CTV NEWS

TORONTO STAR

THE MARILYN DENIS SHOW

https://bit.ly/2pQD2Ps
https://bit.ly/2pQD2Ps
https://goo.gl/saR1MR
https://bit.ly/2GF6G3T
https://bit.ly/2J7uiwK
https://bit.ly/2J5q9t6
https://bit.ly/2E8cyxg
https://goo.gl/9uxaTY
https://bit.ly/2uB7rGo
https://bit.ly/2uvAU4y
https://bit.ly/2GrElus
https://bit.ly/2FHxYnk


NEW EXPEDITION: PROJECT EVA

Fresh off the heels of Mario’s epic Crossing Africa expedition, 
Project EVA will see world-renowned Toronto Explorer Mario Rigby 
embark on another adventure of a lifetime, this time in an electric 
vehicle. He’ll show the world how renewable energy can benefit 
communities in Africa and globally. 

Project EVA will begin in Tangier, Morocco and continue down  
to the most southern tip of Africa (South Africa) and back up  
to Tangier. Leading up to the actual circumnavigation of Africa,  
Project EVA kicks-off with two training legs; to test the car, 
build awareness in Canada and internationally, and raise funds.

Why are we doing this?

1.  While traveling Africa, Mario experienced the growing need  
for transportation and access to energy.

2.  Project EVA is an adventure of a lifetime. It will inspire and build 
awareness for alternative technologies needed to fulfill our  
transportation and energy needs. They exist and they work! 

3.  Mario’s voice resonates in Canada, Africa, and internationally.  
He will champion the benefits of sustainable transportation and 
renewable generation in an effort to build awareness worldwide.  

4.  The 32,000 kilometers expedition will be photographed, blogged,  
and shared on social media, and then be made into a documentary.

5.  Project EVA is more than a lifetime adventure. We want to build 
momentum and challenge the status-quo in support of a  
self-sustainable and green Africa.

MEASURING SUCCESS
• Total reach from all media 

• Number of people now with access to clean energy

• Number of new follow-up projects implemented  
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  Click to see it 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=BVafIWGwUzw
https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=BVafIWGwUzw


THE OBJECTIVES 

•  Promote sustainable energy in Africa 
and globally 

•  Highlight current technologies 
contributing to a greener environment 
  

•  Assist with the implementation of 
renewable energy solutions 

•  Connect with communities, youth 
leaders, and key stakeholders
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MEDIA INTERVIEWS 

PHOTO  
OPPORTUNITIES 

MEET & GREETS  
WITH THE PUBLIC, LOCAL LEADERS,  
AND GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

ATTEND EVENTS 

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION

FILMING EACH LEG  

PROMOTION
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FIRST LEG OCT 2018

Drive Across Ontario

OCT 13   Ottawa
OCT 14  Kingston 
OCT 15  Toronto 
OCT 16  London & Waterloo
OCT 17  Windsor 

SECOND LEG JAN 2019

Drive Across Europe

TORONTO

WINDSOR

OTTAWA

WATERLOO

KINGSTON

LONDON

GERMANY

ITALY

SPAIN

SWITZERLAND

NORWAY

SWEDEN

DENMARK

FRANCE 



EXPEDITION  FEB 2019

Drive Around Africa, Morocco to Morocco

Number of countries: 30 

MOROCCO

SENEGAL

TUNISIA

SUDAN

EGYPT

LIBYA

ALGERIA

MAURITANIA

CABINDA

NAMIBIA

ANGOLA

EQUATORIAL 
GUINEA

REPUBLIC OF 
THE CONGO

DEMOCRATIC 
REPUBLIC OF 
THE CONGO

GAMBIA

RWANDA

BURUNDI

TANZANIA

MALAWI

ZAMBIA

ZIMBABWE

GUINEA
BENIN

GABON

NIGERIA

GHANA
IVORY COAST

TOGO
SIERRA 
LEONE 
LIBERIA

ETHIOPIA

KENYA
UGANDA

GUINEA BISSAU

SOUTH AFRICA
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Mario Rigby is supported by a passionate team of industry professionals.

Jim Quan is Manager and Chief Marketing Officer.  

Jesika Briones is Project and Impact Strategy Advisor. 

Colin Campbell is Partnerships and Renewable Energy Advisor. 
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OUR TEAM



THE EV CHARGING & SAFETY PLAN

We understand the technical challenges to ensuring the 
EV is positioned as the vehicle of choice for consumers 
worldwide and will work with our partners to ensure the 
expedition exceeds expectations.

1.   Existing electrical infrastructure in public locations. 

2.   Private homes. Project EVA will “connect with people” to show  
the generosity and support for a clean movement. 

3.   Utilizing EV charging infrastructure in countries such as South 
Africa, Ghana and Morocco, where it’s available. 

4.   New renewable sources - as part of the projects’ social impact 
campaign, the remote hubs (page 21) will support charging as well.

5.   A portable solar-powered EV charging solution (page 22) will be 
created to support a hybrid charging plan

6.   Mario will drive on average 100 km per day ensuring sufficient time 
to recharge as well as engage and connect with communities along 
the expedition.

7.   Notable guest riders will be invited to join Mario for  
select portions of the expedition.   

8.   Mario and the vehicle will be fully insured. 

9.   Live tracking technology will enable the team and fans to follow  
Mario throughout the expedition. For example, Garmin. 
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THE SOCIAL IMPACT

During Mario’s journey, the Project EVA 
team will collaborate with non-profit 
organizations already implementing 
renewable energy solutions in rural 
villages or small towns where access to 
electricity is much needed, or where little 
clean energy is available. We’ll also help 
implement remote solar-powered solutions 
in communities throughout the continent 
with the support of our partners. We call 
these initiatives EVA Spotlight. Our goal is 
to help raise awareness for all the great 
work of our partners, and ensure that what 
we leave behind has longevity and transfers 
owners to local communities. 
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MARKET DEMOGRAPHICS

Mario has a special ability to 
connect with people of all ages and 
backgrounds. Beginning with that first 
historic step in late November 2015 
in Cape Town, South Africa, he quickly 
caught the attention of an entire 
continent and then the world. Mario 
continues to engage with people all 
across the globe through his website, 
social media platforms, media 
interviews, and keynote talks.

JULY 2018 BY THE NUMBERS
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29 FACEBOOK POSTS

29,408 REACH

4,678 ENGAGEMENTS

25-34 LARGEST AGE GROUP

TORONTO MOST POPULAR BY CITY

USA MOST POPULAR BY COUNTRY

42% MEN

58% WOMEN



OUR SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

We’re excited to offer customized partnership 
opportunities for Mario’s epic expedition, Project EVA. 
Our team will work with your brand to offer innovative 
product integration, customized activations, and 
original branded content.

The total budget of Project EVA is $250,000 USD. 
Costs include the EV, off road accessories, emergency 
back-up batteries, solar panels, living expenses, 
camera crew, legal documents, and marketing & PR 
support. Funds will be secured through a combination 
of crowdfunding (10%) and sponsorship (90%).
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LEVEL1  
$2,500
Logo placement on MarioRigby.com 
and crowd funding page

Social media support: shout outs, 
highlight handles and hashtags 
when appropriate.  
 
Logo placement on apparel

Mention in all press releases

LEVEL2  
$7,500
Logo placement on portable signage 
(positioned at all meet-and-greets, 
activations, talks, etc.)
    
Social media support: share behind-
the-scenes content on social media 
about all the prep. Content Examples: 
route prep, gear, safety precautions, 
research, q&s with fans, polls, etc. 

LEVEL3  
$15,000
Logo placement on “completely knocked 
down” remote solar charging hubs

Featured in Mario’s quick  
30-60 second self-shot videos, for 
distribution on social media. 

Custom bi-weekly written blog entries 
highlighting a specific product, message,  
or feature

Custom monthly video blog entries 
highlighting a specific product, message, 
or feature

* we’ll work closely with each brand to ensure 
messaging and integration is seamless

LEVEL4 
$25,000+
Logo placement on car

Highlight car sponsors with meet  
& greets / photo opps at 
dealerships in countries/cities 
throughout the expedition

Highlight car sponsors by inviting 
celebrities/influencers/politicians 
to join along for part of the 
expedition.

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
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1A.  GOFUNDME  
CAMPAIGN 
$25,000  
 Title sponsor for the Project EVA  
crowd funding campaign.  
 
Duration: 8 weeks.   

1B.  GOFUNDME  
CAMPAIGN 
$5,000 & MATCH  
 Title sponsor for the Project EVA crowd 
funding campaign AND then generously  
offers to match crowd funding  
contributions dollar for dollar 
 
Duration: 8 weeks. 

2.  DOCUMENTARY  
SERIES 
$100,000 PER FILM EXPEDITION  
Lead sponsor for professionally shot,  
produced, and edited Project EVA 
documentary.  
 
No. of film expeditions: 2-4 
 
Episodes created per film expedition: 3 
 
Episode Length: 10 - 12 minutes  
 
Documentary will be available on 
Mario’s YouTube channel and pitched to 
broadcasters, Netflix, Amazon, etc. 

3.  GREEN AFRICA, 
BLUE SKY! 
$25,000+  
We’re open to brainstorming  
customizable ideas that work for  
your brand and Project EVA. 
 
Let’s get creative!    

SPONSORSHIP CONT’D: TOP UP PACKAGES
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SPONSORS CAN TOP UP ON THEIR SPONSORSHIP LEVEL WITH ADDITIONAL À LA CARTE OPTIONS.



PROJECT EVA PARTNERS

Design and develop placement of  
vehicle branding with our partner.
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REMOTE EV HUB

With the support of partners we will bring remote 
solar-powered EV hubs with Level 2 charging 
and community accessible power to areas 
currently without infrastructure.



PORTABLE EV CHARGING

Mario will charge the EV anywhere directly 
from the sun using cutting edge portable 
solar technology.
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I’m so excited to begin Project EVA and be the first  
person ever to drive an EV around the African continent.  
I also can’t wait to launch our EVA Spotlight program, which 
will create awareness by highligting existing successful 
renewable energy projects in communties across Africa.

My team and I truly believe this project can build enough 
momentum to change the status-quo, not only in Africa,  
but internationally as well. I’m so appreciative of the 
support I received from fans and media across the globe 
for my Crossing Africa expedition, and look forward to 
sharing my next adventure with the world. 
 
Together, let’s inspire young Africans and the world to  
think big and long-term about the limitless possibilities  
of sustainable innovation.

MARIO RIGBY AND EVA TEAM
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